[Perspective]

Gerald Ford,
Understudy for Defeat
"Watergate, like Vietnam, is part of a
pattern, for both represent the arrogance
of power in conditions of extremity. Both
were in many senses 'more of the same,'
but so much more that such practices
could never be the same again."

I

n May of 1973, as the Senate
Watergate committee was rolling
forward in high gear, Time magazine looked about for solace. It appeared to find what it was seeking in
the proposition that, while Watergate
did seem to "sustain the ancient cliche
of democratic life that politics is a
dirty business . . . Yet most professional politicians and a great many observers of American Ufe are convinced
that, despite all the depressing evidence, American politics is not endemically corrupt and that Watergate
is not to be used for glib generalizations." Which was a bit Uke saying
that tyranny was not widespread in
Babylon because out of the entire empire there was only a single tyrant.
Now Nixon has departed amidst
crocodile tears and sonorous predictions in Congress that everything has
changed. And even among those of us
who from the start pressed hardest for
impeachment, there is a letdown and a
question whether anything has really
changed at all. At first glance it
seemed as if the whole thing had only
proved how invincible are our governing illusions. Even scandal becomes a
vindication; even Watergate ends as an
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occasion for self-congratulation all
around. In Ford's inaugural address
the shame of Watergate is transmuted
into pride: "My fellow Americans, our
long national nightmare is over. Our
constitution works, our great repubUc
is a government of laws, not men. Here
the people rule." Time echoed this assessment in its own postmortem: "The
departure of Nixon was above all an
extraordinary triumph of the American system."
In a mere 800 days after the crime,
we succeeded in ousting the criminal
from our highest office. A less triumphant system might not have even
managed the first step of making the
crime possible or the second of electing him in spite of it.
Even in the aftermath it is not an
easy matter to assess the significant dimensions of those murky and amorphous phenomena familiarly addressed
as Watergate. In some ways the immensity seems clear. A President has
resigned under the certain threat of a
successful process of impeachment.
Four cabinet officers and 28 White
House aides have been indicted. But
now that the inconceivable has come
to pass, there is a sense of anticlimax.
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Even the prospect of impeachment
seemed not so awesome in the end.
Watergate was obviously unprecedented: it was a first for the republic
in iimumerable ways. But such measures are more suited to define a place
for it in the Guinness Book of World
Records than in the course of history.
This sense of Watergate's ambiguous significance is not merely the result of letdown: it has been present
from the beginning. In the spring of
1973, when the story started breaking
very big, Nixon himself tried to put it
in a diminishing perspective: "Both
our parties have been guilty of such
tactics.. . . The campaign excesses have
occurred on all sides." Vice President
Agnew concurred: "This is not the
first time that govemments have been
Unked to scandals from Teapot Dome
on down." And pubhc opinion polls
tended to agree. A typical comment
cited; "If we got rid of all the shady
people in Washington, who'd be left to
run the government?"
Time magazine noted in response to
this irony that "In a strange way, Nixon and Agnew were thus close to
agreeing with the line pushed hard by
the far left, that it is the entire systfem,
the EstabUshment and all its works,
that is to blame for whatever is wrong
in the U.S." What Time referred to as
the far left was meanwhile not noticeably elated at having its hard-pushed
line suddenly adopted by the White
House and a popular majority. The
bland, expansive cynicism seemed an
irritating refusal to acknowledge the
full enormity of the disclosures. On
the other hand, no one wanted to see
Watergate dismissed as a malignant
aberration. Significantly, the ambivalence we feel here has come to form a
mere extension of the normal pattern.
In many ways, what we are seeing is
the same progression of responses
which characterized the ten-year preoccupation wdth Vietnam, only now it
has been telescoped into the months
of Watergate. Partly, it reflects the paradox of radicalism operating in a political scene from which even serious
liberalism had largely disappeared,
forcing the New Left over the years to
play out both parts of that classic opposition: first to arouse shock and outrage by forcing the reality of Vietnam
into the forefront of national attention; then, with a slightly perverse con-

descension, to point out that a naive
and narrow indignation over the Indochina war failed to comprehend the
larger pattern of counterrevolution of
which it formed a part.
Tliere were with regard to Vietnam,
however, not just these two, but three
stages, all of which have illuminating
counterparts in Watergate. First, the
liberal mainstream defended or ignored the war, while the Left focused
opposition onto it. Then liberal "informed opinion" came around to opposition, but emphasized the unprecedented conduct, the betrayal of traditions, while radicals turned to
emphasizing the continuity and pattern. Vietnam, we pointed out, was
not an aberration, a series of blunders;
it was a deliberate and consistent extension of the counterrevolutionary
policies of America's post-war global
empire. Earlier adventures—Guatemala, Lebanon, Iran—were cited. The
case of the Dominican invasion could
hardly have been more clear.
Of course all of this was true. And
eventually the persistent enormity of
the war became so unmistakable that,
even to more moderate elements, the
idea of continuity and pattern became
persuasive. But ironically, that very
enormity was at the same time making
the earlier radical formulations increasingly implausible and incomplete.
The pattern had been to have the
U.S. mU obeyed with a minimum of
inconvenience. Vietnam was an extension of that prerogative, an effort to
protect it and expand upon it. On the
other hand, as years went by and
casualties and costs began to soar, as
an opposition mounted that was to fell
a President, it was obvious that Vietnam could no longer be reduced to a
mere extension of the normal pattern.
After all, the full expanse of our postwar empire had a history of little more
than 25 years, and almost ten of those
had been dominated by the war in
Vietnam. The aggression was deliberately planned; the defeat was inadvertent. The planners had intended to impose their will with overwhelming
force. But they did not count on being
driven to an endless succession of extremities, nor on the insupportable
costs incurred. They did not plan that
their war of example should end up
chastening ourselves, that it was Americans who would be saying "no more

Vietnams."
Watergate is also part of a pattern.
But Uke Vietnam, it represents the arrogance of power in conditions of extremity. It, too, is at the same time the
logical extension and the clear degeneration of what preceded it. Before,
the master criminals of power; now,
the desperadoes.
Nobody suggests that an ongoing
pattern of more Watergates could be
sustained. Like Vietnam, it was in
many senses "more of the same," but
so much more of the same that such
practices could never be the same
again. Watergate's "historic" significance is not for the ways it was the
first of its kind, but for the ways in
which it had to be the last.
[ON HIS OWN]

M

any proponents of impeachment were dismayed when
Nixon's resignation speech
evaded a confession of his guilt. He attributed his fall not to his crimes, but
to the fact that he "no longer [had! a
strong enough political base in tne
Congress to justify continuing" to
cling to office. And indeed, though
Nixon's criminaUty is not in doubt, it
was politics that sealed his fate. On
this point he was surely right. Were it
otherwise the Watergate experience
would boil down to nothing but the
trivia of personality and happenstance.
On the simplest level, one can see

the role of politics in the fact that if
Agnew had remained Vice President,
the evidence of Nbcon's guilt at any
given stage would not have been considered nearly as compeUing. The poUtical alternative in view would have
strengthened Nixon's base, not least
among the hberal wing of either party.
He was hardly likely to be "cleared,"
but interest in the matter miglit have
waned sufficiently for him to withhold
the evidence long enougli to wait it all
out.
The defection of congressional Republicans was Nixon's coup de grace.
No conclusion, however soundly
drawn from evidence, would have been
sufficient to impeach if it could be denounced as "partisan." The fatal determination, by necessity nonpartisan,
has loosely been presumed nonpolitical as well. But in fact, it was
here that the depth of Nixon's political collapse was most decisively confirmed. The House Republicans especially found the logic of impeachment
difficult to follow until their dimming
prospects for the November poUs
added the necessary premise to make
the argument complete. Of course the
Watergate grand jury had already
found ample evidence to indict Nixon
from material that was long available;
while new evidence was added as each
successive batch of tapes was pried
loose from the Wliite House. Yet, in
any case, few people in the country
still found it necessary to gauge each
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"Nixon, like LBJ, would have preferred
ruling by consensus to diktat. But where
the credibility of office and the substance
of support are no longer equal to the task,
then secrecy, usurpation and defiance are
the natural resort."
new disclosure independently, to find
it more conclusive than the one that
came before. Nor were the Representatives any longer looking to constituents to reinforce their suspicions of
the President. Before the evidence was
declared "nonpartisan," first by some
and then by almost all of the House
Republicans, their districts had deserted Nixon on the broadest of
grounds.
That failure of pohtical support is
what broke the back of Nixon's Presidency. If Nixon had been able to
maintain support of major constituencies which felt their interests to be
vitally at stake in the preservation of
his policies, if the landslide voters of
the new majority had genuinely felt he
carried a mandate that bound them to
his fate, his criminality would very
likely not have turned that tide of
political support. The polls would not
have been menacing enough for members of the House to insistently pursue
impeachment, nor would the pursuit
have been as successful as it was.
Time cites effects of the long
Watergate preoccupation: "The leftover Nixon legislative program is a
shambles. There is no energy pohcy.
Attempts at a foreign trade bill, welfare reform and land-use legislation
have bogged down." But this also
worked the other way around. If the
nation had widely depended on Nixon
to deal effectively with popular concerns like these, if he had somehow
"solved" the energy crisis or stemmed
inflation or at least established a popular position on these issues, it might
well have been the Watergate investigation that was thrust into the background.
Nixon made the pohtical cormection in these terms: "If I were basical-

ly a hberal by the press's standards, if I
had bugged out on Vietnam, which
they wanted, Watergate would have
been a bUp." What he leaves out of
this by making the press the independent variable was that popular attitudes had moved away from his. On
Vietnam, peace was certainly a mandate, as was the POWs' return, but
where he insisted on "with honor" as a
conflicting goal to peace, he was on his
own.
[LAST RESORTS]

T

he fact that Nixon's pohtics
were so far out of hne with the
public, the Congress, and the
press, as well as with the narrowed options and margins of maneuver imposed upon him by the times, made
his procedural conduct of the presidency harder to defend. But more significant, it was precisely the substantive divergences of policy that drove
him to resort to practices tolerated
from previous Presidents.
Bound up with Watergate are the
uses of secrecy, deception, the usurpations of prerogative, defiance of the
Congress, contempt for democratic
forms, arrogation of ever vaster privilege, drawing on constitutional improvisation where the actual Constitution would not serve. A common
element of the Watergate phenomena
in institutional terms is the abusive expansion of presidential power. Nixon
pushed the cold war presidency too
far. He overreached its power, leaving
it overextended, provocative, and indefensible.
This has been attributed to Nixon's
isolated, defensive style. But when he
did have a popular role to play, such as
peacemaker to Peking, he was as pub-
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lic and expansive as could be. It is
often less politically convenient to defend than to deceive. But when one's
policy is rendered indefensible by the
standards of the times, deception is no
longer a convenience but a necessity.
One may lie openly, or, if possible, by
keeping silent; or if the question is still
raised and pressed, one may rely on
official secrecy. Nixon, like LBJ,
would have preferred ruhng by consensus to diktat. But where the credibility of office and the substance of
support are no longer equal to the
task, then secrecy, usurpation and
defiance are the natural resort.
If Nixon could have ordered the
bombing of Cambodia in public as LBJ
did with the raids on North Vietnam,
with a grave address rallying the nation
to crisis and a near unanimous blank
check from Congress to proceed, he
would have done so. Of course Johnson already had recourse to deception
in the Tonkin incident, in order to implement a policy that would not have
played so well if recognized as unprovoked. But even that level of deception was not available to Nixon on
Cambodia, because LBJ had used it
up. The lie would not have been believed, and even if believed, no such
adventuristic reflex could be coimted
on in a body politic already sobered
by the costs of escalating war.
Whenever possible Nixon killed appropriations in the Congress. Popular
ones such as those for housing and
mass transit he would lay to rest sub
rosa in conunittee, while officially affirming his support. The veto is uncomfortably public, but at least it follows constitutional norms. But as he
turned more and more against the
public tide, he started to rely on vetoes by the dozen, sustained by a minority, and even that most often only
in the House. When he became unable
to overcome pohtical momentum with
the veto power, committee labyrinths
and filibusters on matters of compelling popular concern, then he was
driven to rely heavily upon "impoundment"—a little-used and baseless practice whereby a President presumes to
overrule the congressional spending
power even if the veto has been used
and overturned. It was a fitting symbol
of Nixon's second term that his first
major domestic move was to impound
$3 billion in clean water funds—his

veto had been overridden—water pollution being the top concern among his
own supporters, according to surveys
during the 1972 campaign.
The arrogation of budgetary discretion, by Nixon's fiat, to the Office of
Management and Budget, a Wliite
House agency not accountable to
Congress at all, was a further move
towards making Congress a debating
club. This fact was epitomized by the
OMB's refusal, under executive privilege, to give Congress the raw data on
the federal budget on the grounds that
Congress was not competent to understand; and by Nixon's attempt to dismantle the Office of Economic Opportunity—by fiat once again for lack of
the necessary votes. Eventually, it
seems. Congress would have had little
reason left to assemble, other than to
give advice and wonder whether that
advice would be accepted or ignored.
Of course the most extravagant
Nixonian presumption was with regard
to executive privilege, another invented doctrine used modestly before
with some success by other Presidents.
More than any other claim staked out
by Nixon for presidential power, executive privilege formed the ground
where the disparate strains of Watergate contention converged, and the
fatal excess became unmistakable. The
high water mark of presidential arrogance was reflected in a colloquy between then-Attotney General Richard
KleindJenst and the Senate Judiciary
Committee investigating ITT's antitrust consent decree and the Dita
Beard memo.
When Senator Muskie asked incredulously, "Under your definition [of
executive privilege] Congress has no
power to command the production of
die testimony of anyone in the executive branch in any circumstances?"
Kleindienst replied "If the President so
commands it." He went on to tell the
Senators, "You've got all kinds of remedies. .. . [You can] cut off our
funds, abolish most of what we can do
or impeach the President."
The question of hmits on presidential power came to the fore in this period after many years of ad hoc accommodations. The differences of policy
were larger and Nixon was more determined that he would have his way,
whereas before the President typically
sought a political consensus or compro-

"Ford offers to conciliate and compromise on issues where he would otherwise
lose. But those who have espoused the
opposition in Congress have an obligation
to call his bluff rather than to cooperate.
To fail in this responsibility is not a political
compromise but a political betrayal."
mise. Nixon's logical extension of other
Presidents' abuses was also the reducdo
ad absurdum, for it left Congress
without leverage in any traditional
transactions. As long as Congress as a
whole had been content v^dth the
thrust of presidential policy, or was at
least too much divided to react, a President could have his way with a minimum of challenge. Aside from status
and patronage (which can just as well
be won by legislators abdicating power
to oblige the President) there has
normally been little reason to think of
Congress as a pohtical unit set off
against the executive, with members'
loyalties involved with their branch of
government as such, moving then
jealously to guard their congressional
prerogatives.
Congress as a whole could at any
time have had its way if there had
been a way it wanted very much to
have, and if it had been willing to insist. Presidential assertiveness was
premised on the absence of a concerted legislative will. The various
claims to privilege invoked by Presidents are by and large flimsy and incoherent—so much so that even a
sympathetic judiciary would find them
unsustainable (courts are not guided
by pure logic, but a minimum of logic
is a precondition of their work). On
war powers and Vietnam, the courts
refused to stop the undeclared war,
noting that if Congress wished to move
another way it gave no sign of it. But
when open conflict arose, with Congress specifically withliolding funding
autliority so as to bar continued
bombing in Cambodia, it was Congress
that prevailed, and a court test of that
was not in doubt.
Presidents have firmly established

the power to fire officials unilaterally
even though they are appointed with
the consent of the Senate. That makes
the President seem like the boss. But
Congress creates the post and funds it
and can do away with it as well. It can,
should it choose, set the tenure to
expire every month, and refuse to reconfirm it. It can nearly always make
itself the boss if it has the reason and
the will to bother. The conflict with
Nixon arose, just as he observed, for
political reasons rather than out of
constitutional piety.
[THE FATE OF GERALD FORD]

T

he politics which Gerald Ford
now represents are almost line
by line the same ones which led
Nixon through the fatal sequence of
arrogance, defiance and defeat. Just as
much as Nixon, Ford is steeped in
politics from which no program flows
that can rally popular conviction, or
adequately deal with the crises that we
face, much less the far deeper ones impending. For him to take position on
the center stage of open political debate would mean to take up Nixon's
lines where he left off, and in effect to
be a kind of understudy for defeat.
Of course Ford's hope is that he
can charm America with his disarming
affability, slack the social tensions and
suspicion that have been giving political
conflict such a cutting edge. If only
the country would finally relax, at last
get back to normal once again. Ever
since JFK urged the voters to "get the
country moving," that vain, nostalgic
wish has accompanied each presidential accession. It is understandable that
Ford should hold out hopes that the
tension between Congress and his Ad-
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ministration should be subdued. Good
vibes, open style, and happy memories. He must be well aware that when
he has to come out fighting, he will
very likely lose.
Simple prudence dictates a different kind of role for Ford. And of
course he has made his vow to eschew
the Nixon style into a kind of theme
song of his presidential "honeymoon."
His star has risen, but he promises not
to forget his origins in Congress. There
is a mawkish unreality to all the posturing about Ford's qualities of openness and candor, and his zest for compromise. The necessity for him to
make a rapprochement with Congress
is credited sentimentally to a regal
magnanimity.
He
ostentatiously
evokes the lessons of Watergate as if
there were a choice available to him
whereby they could be ignored.
The Ford honeymoon has been
conducted just as if the office he assumed was the same cold war presidency that LBJ enjoyed or that Nixon
started with. But just because of their
excessive indulgences in power, the
Ford humility is not a moral choice
but a recognition of the new facts of

presidential life as they have emerged
from Watergate. The arsenal of presidential power available to Ford is
much smaller than other Presidents in
recent years have had at their disposal.
It was above aU Nixon who, by pushing limited and dubious authorities too
far, used up their effectiveness, either
completely or in part. Particularly fragile were the extraconstitutional prerogatives, such as executive privilege
and impoundment. In general these
had been invoked before with enough
restraint and modesty that no decisive
test of their validity or scope was ever
forced. Often they were used to carry
out pohcies that Congress-or a substantial base vwthin it—would have accepted anyway, or was perhaps even
happier to see enacted without having
to bear responsibility for them. In any
case, it was rare to find in Congress
any concerted will that might have
been systematically thwarted by presidential usurpation.
Because Nixon forced the question
with his unprecedented use of impoundment, the issue is finally being
ruled upon in the courts. And as could
easily have been predicted, it is losing
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every time. No shred of constitutional
basis for it exists, and the Supreme
Court is now likely to declare the concept void. So Ford will not enjoy even
the occasional indiilgences that in the
past were tolerated. He could attempt
invoking it now, though it is hard to
see how he could succeed.
Executive privilege was also forced
into the courts by Nixon's excesses.
Even though the Supreme Court left
the broader issue ill-defined, it indicated limits far narrower than Presidents have gotten away with in the
past.
On war powers there had been a
certain congressional convenience in
leaving to the President political responsibility for questionable adventures. With Vietnam itself Congress
was for a long time content not to be
asked to approve or reject the question
of declaring war. But once again Nixon
went too far and insisted on pursuing
war not merely in the absence of congressional permission, but over positive
congressional objection. So now Ford
is constrained by the War Powers Act
which Nixon had provoked.
Nixon's extensive reliance on impoundment to overrule the spending
priorities of congressional appropriations also helped provoke for the first
time comprehensive procedures for
congressional budget overview. In the
future, after the traditionally fragmented spending bills are passed, Congress will take upon itself the task of
setting a total budget limit, and then
bringing appropriations into line with
that limit. It will be able to proceed in
accordance with its own decisions
about \yhere budget cuts are appropriate. Budget powers, Ford vnll find,
like war powers, have been drawn back
into the Congress because of legislation which Nixon's excesses provoked.
The domestic security wiretaps that
Nixon liked so much are now illegal.
And Nixon did the nation a great service by crying wolf repeatedly over
national security, which will be less effective if invoked and viall no longer be
accepted to mean whatever the President thinks it ought to mean.
It is generally considered effective
to appeal to the awesome dignity of
the presidency. Nixon did about as
much as one occupant could do to
blow that cover. It will be harder now
by far for Presidents to vwn support on

grounds of deference rather than of
policy. For Ford to attempt to enter
into the grave persona that has mantled recent Presidents must have
seemed to him a futile effort. He has
established a sympathetic image,
folksy and unpretentious. That may
well be the best that he can do at this
point with the presidential imagery
that remains intact. But while it may
win friends, it won't influence people.
It will not intimidate or hypnotize in
what had been the customary style,
fading in and out of the presidential
seal to make the face into a montage
of the state personified.
In present circumstances, reliance
on the veto power would be a dangerous addiction, especially for an appointed President who hopes to win
the next election. Nixon's vetos were
becoming far from certain when returned to Congress; it was predicted
that after the elections he would not
have had even one-third of either
house to back him up. It is not clear
how much of the expected November
sweep wiU now materialize.
Ford appears to be aware of the
perils of the veto. In his inaugural address he said, "Tonight is no time to
threaten you with vetos. But I do have
that last recourse.... Can't we do the
job better by reasonable compromise?" By and large it seems the
answer to this question should be
"No." A little reflection makes it clear
that this was really not a threat, but a
brazenly presented plea. It is hard to
say for sure, especially before the November results are in, but the general
impression that one gets is of a rather
odd charade. Ford is pretending to be
the President, in an office which
largely has been destroyed. He is pretending that his meekness is restraint,
but the powers are not really there to
be restrained or exercised. He pretends
to make a gift of compromise, when
really he has no other choice except
embarrassing defeat.
There were some early clues to this.
He seemed to get aWay with it when
he induced Congress to cut mass transit funds in half (from $20 billion to
$11 billion), but it is not clear what
this concession gained for proponents
of the bill, except to save Ford the
embarrassment of vetoing popular and
vital legislation. He later tried the same
approach in asking for the gutting of

key provisions of the Freedom of Information Bill (see page 18). When
they balked he agreed to sign it as it
stood. On August 12 he told Congress
that the budget must be cut to stem
inflation and strongly indicated that
cuts must not come from defense appropriations. Then, on August 21, an
interesting pair of items came up in
the news. In a meeting with the congressional Black Caucus Ford was playing the generous conciliator again. He
had decided after all that the defense
budget would not be immune from
cuts. The same day in Congress $5 billion had been cut from the defense request and no Administration figlit was
mounted because to fight, they said,
was hopeless.
[HOW TO SAY "NO"]

F

ord offers to conciliate and compromise on issues where he
otherwise would wholly lose. It
is natural that he should move this
way; he must play the cards he has.
But when he is so clearly bluffing with
an open hand, those who have espoused the opposition in Congress
have an obligation to call his bluff
rather than to cooperate. To fail in
this responsibility is not a political
compromise but a political betrayal.
It may come down to this. Nixon
tried to rule by fiat and intimidation,
and he not only failed, but aroused
Congress to untypically responsible
and active postures. Ford knows he
doesn't have sufficient resources to
prevail by fiat and probably not even
enough to force a compromise. But for
Congress compromise itself has always
been seductive. Its members tend to
crave evasion on almost any issue, to
vote a safely middle ground on the
pretext that it was necessary for compromise. They may find that attractive
in itself. Nixon alerted Congress with
his menace. Ford is offering an opportunity to them to return to their customary slumbers.
In his speech, Ford told the Congress: "If we want to restore confidence in ourselves as working politicians, the first thing we all have to do
is learn how to say 'No' " on spending.
But that in itself is far too easy. The
tough decision is not to cut the deficit
but how and where to do it. (How
about less spending on defense and

more revenue from tax reform?) Of
course we must say "No." The question is to whom we say it: to the privileged or to the dispossessed; to the
private car or to mass transit; to oil
companies and to defense contractors
or to social and environmental programs. There are choices to be made,
and they are sharply pitted one against
another. There are trade-offs everywhere by which some will win and
therefore some must lose. When we
say "Yes" to armaments we are also
saying "No" to something else. President Eisenhower put it well in 1953:
Every gun that is made, every warship launched, every rocket fired,
signifies, in the final sense, a theft
from those who hunger and are not
fed, those who are cold and are not
clothed.
There are choices to be made and
those indicated by the politics of
Gerald Ford are the ones that direct
America to the mean and the destructive. Fortunately he inherited a presidency whose power to dictate against
the pubUc good is largely gone, destroyed in a lengthy political struggle
that extended through Vietnam to
Watergate. The victory was not just in
Nixon's fall, but also in whatever
weakness in the office now restrains
Nixon's chosen successor. Ford lacks
the power to dictate. He may well lack
the power in many cases even to enforce a compromise. That is what
America has won through the arduous
struggle that was Watergate.
As President, Ford will make efforts to retrieve whatever powers he
believes that he can get. If we are being asked to split the difference on
fruits of the Watergate victory, that is
not a compromise. If a thief attempts
to steal just half of your earnings, that
is not a compromise. If a diminished
President attempts to steal back half
of the oppressive privilege torn from
his office in painful struggle, that is
not a compromise. The cleavages of
poUcy and interest that confront us
are profound. The antagonists in crisis
are going to be deadly serious. The era
of good feeUng is a lie and the honeymoon should never have begun. And it
well may be, to paraphrase the President, that the first thing we all have to
do is learn how to say "No" to Gerald
Ford.
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TO OUR NEWSSTAND READERS:

7?amparts

We thought you might like to see this letter which we recently sent to Ramparts subscribers.
"For the moment, Berkeley is in order, if not at peace. Pickets have put away their placards, classes have been
resumed, and so it will remain—// the regents behave sensibly. And in five or ten years, the demonstrators will talk
nostalgically about the old days and think that the new undergraduates have no fire in their bellies."
—GILBERT HARRISON, writing in the New Republic in the

aftermath of FSM, Berkeley's Free Speech Movement of 1964.
Dear Subscribers,
The ten-year mark is now almost upon us. Calling this old prophecy to mind conjures up a rather haunting question.
Are the great, radicalizing movements of the Sixties truly ready for the nostalgia heap? There is certainly a pervasive
notion that the radicalizing process which extended through that decade has had its day, that the promise of its
growth has turned out empty, that it didn't have the staying power we had hoped.
It is the kind of question that has particular
Ramparts, now in its twelfth year, is very much
retrospective pride which participation in that
knew. It is not hard to recognize that predicted

resonance for this magazine and the readers who have joined it.
a product of that same political epoch. And one cannot deny the
history evokes. Great things were done, greater than we who did them
feeling: Surely we had fire in our bellies then.

But in many ways a great explosion of political vitality does seem to be spent. A feeling of political exhaustion
has been widespread and, along with it, the impulse to drop out of conflict with the evils of the system. There is the
sense that the social tide has turned against us, the forces of opposition played out, the country has turned right, the
people have been taken in, or have just returned to dead center, impatient of division and discord, and of dissenters
forever tearing down America. Somehow or other, Richard Nixon's re-election established itself as a decisive omen
of America's returning to a stodgy and secure repose, a turning back to normalcy, a signal that the unsettling shocks
and challenges of the Sixties had at last been put behind us. There was the feeling that the system had been tested and
had come through with renewed stability and public confidence.
[BACK TO NORMAL?]

Of course, the predictions of Nixon's "four more years" as an era of normalcy could not have been further from the
mark. The vicuna coat and deep-freeze scandals of the Eisenhower years were hardly enough for us to be inured to
Watergate. There were no impeachments in those years, not one attorney-general indicted. There was nothing to
compare with our energy crisis, nor runaway inflation. The dream of normalcy involves a confidence in steady
progress, not easily sustained when the almighty dollar is reduced to funny money, so that the real spendable earnings
of the average worker today are lower than they were in 1965.
The political state of mind really prevailing in the United States was effectively obscured by Nixon's imposition
of his own definition of the electoral mandate: military strength; self-reliance; a diminished government responsibility
for social problems; toughing it out in southeast Asia. But the stresses of the second term have revealed with startling
rapidity that Nixon's so-called New Majority was a concoction of the illusory and the ephemeral. The real shift in
public attitudes began not with Watergate but with the emerging crisis brought on by the Vietnam War. On a comprehensive range of issues, there has been a sharply leftward shift cutting broadly across various social groups with
the erosion of status quo support already dramatic at the time of Nixon's re-election. In that election year Business
ffee^ editorialized a remarkably apocalyptic warning:
The swift decline in the esteem in which the general public holds business is a sign of serious trouble ahead
for corporate management. This disaffection shows up not only in a reluctance to buy some goods and services,
but in a growing anti-business hostility. . . . If the trend continues, it could lead to painful changes in the free
enterprise system.
The occasion for this warning was the publication of a series of studies by the Opinion Research Corporation.
"ORC's surveys," reported the magazine, "document the suspicion that there is a major political issue in complaints
against the 'system'—and possibly against business itself. The important thing is the trend line, and some of these
trends . . . started as far back as twenty years ago, with the major turn coming around 1965." So, for example, in
1965 persons expressing low approval of big business already outnumbered those expressing high approval by something more than two to one ( 4 5 % to 1 9 % ) . But by 1972 the margin of disfavor had grown to fully six to one (60%
to 1 0 % ) . And, BW found "even more worrisome, perhaps, the ranks of the traditionally strong supporters of
business—Republicans, professionals, managers, college graduates, the affluent,, the initiators (thought leaders and
people most active in public affairs)." Even among these groups the base of business approval since 1965 had been
cut in half.
A 1972 survey of the national mood by Potomac Associates, unrelated to the election, showed a clear reordering
of popular priorities. Out of a list of 21 government-spending priorities, only two might even seem to fit in with the
myth of New Majority reaction: cornbatting crime and coping with the drug problem. The rest of the top priorities,
with a score of 80 or above do not: Helping the elderly, reducing water pollution, reducing air pollution, improving
education of low-income children, improving medical and health care. And the Nixonian vision looks even worse off
in the bottom five scorers which at best were fifty points below those mentioned: Spending for defense forces, main-
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taining US forces In Europe, spending for space, providing economic aid to foreign countries, and providing military
aid to foreign countries.
What saved Nixon from his low ebb of first-term popularity was almost entirely his concessions on the cold war.
When asked to name his top achievement, voters chose the trip to China (59%) and to Russia (54%). By comparison
his position on welfare was only listed by 19%; law and order 17%; school bussing 17%; dealing with dissenters
5%. How then is this a period of conservative reaction?
[THEIR INSTITUTIONS AND OURS]

At a time in America when loyalty and commitment to institutions of any kind is rare, you have sustained this
magazine, voting with your feet by standing by us when you could have walked away. In past letters such as this, we
have written the obituaries of magazines like Life, Look, Colliers and the Saturday Review; now Intellectual Digest
has joined them. Although our twelve years have never been especially financially secure, the list of magazines we
have now outlived begins to make us look positively stable by comparison.
In the magazine business Ramparts readers are considered something of a phenomenon. Writing letters of this
kind, and especially requesting early renewals as we do, is considered most unbusinesslike on our part, and even
slightly mad. What the hard-headed, realistic business-types don't grasp is that Ramparts is not a business, and that
is why it isn't mad for us to write like this. It is an act of faith, a faith that you have generously justified by your
responses in the past. For you to renew early for future years is another act of faith, faith in what Ramparts is trying
to do. It expresses another kind of faith as well, about yourself, that the political concern, moral sensibility, openness
to change, even, one may say, the courage of your curiosity, will endure from year to year.
There is extremely serious and highly effective activism going on right now within this country, with implicit
challenges that go to the heart of the status of privilege and wealth. The private prerogatives of business are being
made public issues, and the divergence between the priorities of usefulness and profit is being driven home. There
are initiative campaigns, consumer price boycotts, organized challenges to public agencies and the irresponsibility of
private corporations. This is not a replay of the Sixties nor should it be.
In a way we have attained a higher political plateau, and we are starting at the bottom once again to scale another
range of heights. But to start anew is not to start from scratch. Drawing thoughtfully on our experience, we can
recognize the similarities in the movements now at hand, and appreciate the differences as well, learn from the past
without living in it.
So ten years after the days of FSM we do not look back at the fire in our bellies with a bemused indulgence. We
look back with pride. In the years ahead we hope to look back once again with pride in the perseverance of a maturing
vision—in time perhaps a vision that redeems from the American experience its finest aspirations in the creation of a
new reality. If we did not believe that Ramparts is a vital institution—now more than ever if we may put it so—the
embarrassment of asking for your money would be too much. But we are convinced that Ramparts is vital, and its
needs merit whatever help you can afford. If that means subscribing for more than one year—for three or four or
twelve, or a sustaining lifetime sub—then we hope you will do that. It is not extravagant, but a rare thing in these
times—money that is well spent.
For the staff,,

V^W

/''^^

WE ARE ASKING our subscribers to help us out by renewing their subscriptions now—even if they are not due
to expire. Others we simply urge to subscribe.

rYes, RAMPARTS, count me in for:

•
D
D
n
D
D
D

<t Q
One year
Two years
$ 15
Three years
$ 21
Four years
$ 26
Twelve years
$ 50
Lifetime
$100
New Q Renew D Gift

O ^° book, please. I'll deduct
$2 from my subscription price.
With a renewal for two or more
years we'll send you a copy of
The Great Wall Street Scandal.
Please allow six weeks for delivery.

Name
Address
City

State

Zip

, j - L
. r e
n My check or money order enclosed in the amount of $
(Use the envelope provided, or send this to

[If renewing, please include a recent address label. Canadian subscribers add 50
cents postage per year; other foreign subscribers add $1 per year.]

RAMPARTS,
2749 Hyde Street, San Francisco, California 94109)
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Since you like Imparts
you will also like

JVATION

Like RAMPARTS, The NATION is a journal of opinion.
Like RAMPARTS, The NATION thrives on dissent.
Yet there is a difference. It lies in timing and
perspective, for RAMPARTS is a monthly, while The
NATION is a weekly. America's oldest weekly, in fact.
The NATION also differs from other weeklies because it is
authentic. It probes. It does not publish press handouts or leaks from "unidentified sources". Instead,
you will find every fact documented, every name named.
Moreover, you will get the why-and-wherefore behind
the news, not just the tip of the iceberg.
It is no accident that The NATION has received countless
journalistic awards for excellence ... the American Bar
Association's Gavel Award, the Newspaper Guild's Page
One Award, the Sidney Hillman Award, and many more.
While other magazines come and go, The NATION has endured
for 109 years. Its tradition is recorded in a 38^-page
anthology featuring the work of leading world writers,
just as they appeared originally in The NATION'S pages.
Subscribe NOW, and you will receive this book, absolutely
free.
t^^HuncK^e^^l^

,...»Nsitioa
The NATION, 333 S i x t h A v e .
New York, N.Y. 1 0 0 1 4
RA
P l e a s e e n t e r my s u b s c r i p t i o n f o r 1 y e a r ,
(48 i s s u e s ) a t $ 1 5 . 0 0 , and i n c l u d e t h e
free 384-page anthology, "100 Years of
The Nation". If I am not satisfied, I
may cancel my subscription, keep the
book, and get a refund of the unfilled
portion. I enclose $15.00 now.
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The newspaper you'll want to keep
". . . novelty . . . expansiveness
...rollicking format.. .APR i s . . . interested in 'the
great animal movements' of literature... they encourage contributions from other disciplines
They are
ready, in other words, to apply pressure or open doors
where they feel more established journals have let us down." '
—David Kalstone,
DnillU/
-^^^ New York Times Book Review
EDWAAD A OOO: MILAN KUNOERA
wtth an introduction by
PHILIP ROTH

^^ssmmrn-——
.The

AmericanXT

,^^^m

.i^Mi^Hn^^

"What a treat—a... magazine t h a t
is e n e r g e t i c , a s s e r t i v e , b r a s h ,
serious, bursting with conviction.
...Every issue of APR contains
some beauty and a lot of life."

' »'*JISSS1L'S!!'S.'« ^ • i H I F ^ ^ B
E S I - " ' " ^ ^

\ ^

- S t a n l e y Kauffmann

Poetry Review arose so suddenly to fill a definite OATES^I'^'"^™**"
need in American poetics t h a t it cries for commentary.
... The broad vision of its editors reflects t h e new pulsing
ALFRED KAZIN ON IGNATOWS NOTEBOOKS
lights of contemporary poetry in America."
NAZIM HIKMET: ON LIVING t LOVE
—Charles Levendosky,
Wyoming Council on the Arts
"I have in front of me t h e first five issues of what I can only call the most important new outlet for American poetry since
the founding of Poetry in Chicago in 1912. It's hard to be too enthusiastic about proclaiming the excitement one feels
leafing through its tabloid pages. The format is post-Rolling Stone newsprint and its poems scream out at you with headlines. T h e roster of t h e talent assembled in t h e first five issues is simply staggering."
—Fred Moramarco, Western Humanities
Review

APR in its second year continues to be the most vital and varied magazine in America.
Here's a sample of some past, present, and future writing you'll find available in APR:
William Styron: Part of his forthcoming novel about military life
Richard Hugo's Letters to Friends: 19 P o e m s
Alfred Kazin o n Ignatow's Notebooks
Allen Ginsberg's "Bayonne Tuscarora" from These States
Isaac B. Singer: The Gravediggers, a story
William Burroughs on Wilhelm Reich
Stanley Kunitz' Selection of N e w Young P o e t s
William Stafford: Poetry in the Classroom
Jill J o h n s t o n ' s J a n i s Joplin
Young American Indian P o e t s
Robert Coles: Watergate Lightning
Osip Mandelstam: On the Tyrant Century
Anne Sexton: The Furies
Galway Kinnell & Leslie Fiedler Look at Leaves of Grass
Pablo Neruda: Four N e w Love Poems
Rimbaud's Illuminations
translated by Bertrand Mathieu
J a m e s B a l d w i n & Nikki Giovanni

•

Appearing 6 times a year, APR is
POETRY by the world's

finest

POGtS

f
'
'

REGULAR COLUMNS by Robert
Ely, Charles Fair, D o n a l d
Hall, June Jordan, Clarence
Major, Ralph J. Mills, Joyce
Carol Gates, Diane Wakoski
ESSAYS & R E V I E W S on literature, society, science
POETRY by the best new poets
S H O R T STORIES
POETRY in the SCHOOLS and
P O E T R Y in t h e C L A S S ROOM articles
an 8-PAGE PULL-OUT SUPPLEM E N T of POETRY by a featured poet each issue
& MUCH MORE
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AMERICAN POBRYRBflRV

YES!
^
Please send me >—
• 3yrs....$13.00
Q 2 y r s . . . . $9.00
Q 1 Yi"-• • • $5.00
(Special classroom adoption rates available)
Q Payment enclosed Q Bill me later
One FREE, EXTRA issue for subscribers who include payment with
subscription.
Name
Street-

'
City_
StateI
Mail to: The American Poetry Review
I
Dept. S 401 S. Broad St. Phila., Pa. 19147
'
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Zip.

What
We Don't
Know
Can't Hurt
Them
"In all my public and private acts as
your President, I expect to follow my
instincts of openness and candor with
full confidence that honesty is always
the best policy in the end."
-Gerald Ford
Inaugural Address: August 9,1974

T

he rhetoric of candor has been
spilling over the aisles of Congress for the last 18 months, and
it seems there could be no better time
than now for legislation to open up
the government. Information is power
when kept firmly in government
hands: the erosion of Nixon's presidency, for example, followed step by
step his loss of control over the evidence against him. But the power of
information can be redistributed once
people have the means of insisting
upon their right to know. And those
means will be significantly enhanced
by a bill that should reach the President's desk early this fall.
Differing versions of the bill in
question, which is aimed at strengthening and expanding the seven-year-old
Freedom of Information Act, were
passed by large, nonpartisan majorities
in both houses of Congress. When
Ford entered the White House, a Conference Committee was almost ready
with a strong compromise version-one
that would have been veto-proof with
Nixon still in office. At first the new
President tried to capitalize on his
honeymoon with Congress, requesting
a new compromise that would have
gutted the bill. But after a few days of

§552. Public information; agency rules, opinions,
orders, records, and proceedings.
(a) Each agency shall make available to the public information as follows:
(1) Each agency shall separately state and currently publish in the Federal Register for the guidance of the public—
(A) descriptions of its central and field organization and the established places at which, the
employees (and in the case of a uniformed service,
the members) from whom, and the methods
whereby, the public may obtain information, make
submittals or requests, or obtain decisions;
(B) statements of the general course and method by which its functions are channeled and determined, including the nature and requirements
of all formal and informal procediu'es available;
(C) rules of procedure, descriptions of forms
available or the places at which forms may be
obtained, and instructions as to the scope and
contents of all papers, reports, or examinations;
(D) substantive rules of general applicability
adopted as authorized by law, and statements of
general policy or interpretations of general applicability formulated and adopted by the agency;
and
(E) each amendment, revision, or repeal of the
foregoing.

by Richard Hall
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